
RATE: means divide by time

Position is your location at any moment

Displacement is separation from a starting place after moving WITH A DIRECTION, 
measured in meters (m) 
Variable in equations is d

Distance is similar but different, distance is total number of meters travelled 
from a starting point, measured in meters (m)
Variable in equations is d

Velocity is the rate of change of displacement

Speed is rate of change  of distance 

Example: 

A cat travels from the 1.0 meter mark as shown below to the 5.0 m mark then to the 
3.0 m mark find the position, distance travelled and the displacement of the cat at the end.

Time is a measurement of change in the universe. Most physical variables change as 
time passes. Time is a dimension in space like left/right, up/down, in/out. Time is 
measured in seconds (s).
Variable in equations is t
Determine how many seconds there are in a 1.25 hour long physics class.

Velocity is a speed WITH A DIRECTION, measured in meters per second (m/s)
Variable in equations is v

Velocity is the rate of change of displacement
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Speed is the rate of change of distance, measured in m/s 

Variable in equations v

 Displacement = velocity              find the velocity of the cat below:

         Time 

A cat is dragged by a car 16.0 m [E] in 4.0 s find the speed and velocity of the cat.

d / t = speed or velocity

   A cat is kicked from 1.0 m [E] to 5.0 m [E] then pitch-forked to 3.0 m [E] all in 4.0 
seconds, find the speed and velocity.
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On a distance vs. time graph the slope = speed
On a displacement vs. time graph the slope = velocity

REMEMBER: Slope = rise =  y

                                      run     x
On a graph of displacement vs. time

A linear graph of d vs. t will show a constant velocity

Graphing Motion at constant velocity or constant speed on d vs. t will give a straightline

What is happening when the line is exponential?
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7

+ and - in physics means reverse direction
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